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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Please find a revised version of our manuscript “The mediating effect of health anxiety in the relationship between functional somatic symptoms and illness behavior in Chinese inpatients with depression” in the attachment. In the following pages are our point-by-point responses to each of the comments of the editor.

We hope that the revisions in the manuscript and our responses will be sufficient to make our manuscript suitable for publication in BMC Psychiatry. Please let me know if there is anything else we need to do with the revision, and we’ll prepare it as soon as possible.
We thank you very much for your excellent work. Your kind assistance is greatly appreciated. We look forward to any future correspondence.

Yours sincerely,
Tieqiao Liu

Responses to Editor

Technical Comments:

1. Background - Please rename Introduction to "Background"

2. Declaration Heading - Please provide "Declaration heading"

Answer: Thank you very much for such careful reviewing. We have renamed Introduction to "Background" (line 4, page 3) and provided "Declaration heading" (line16, page 13).

Editor Comments:

1. Authors’ contributions

-- Please represent authors' names using their full initials, not their full name, in the Authors’Contributions section. If there are any duplicated initials, please differentiate them to make it clear that the initials refer to separate authors.

-- We have noted that authors Jiang Long [JL], Shu-Bao Chen [SBC], Qiu-Xia Wu [QXW], and Xu-Yi Wang [XYW] are missing in the listed authors' contributions. The individual contributions of ALL authors to the manuscript should be specified in the Authors’ Contributions section. Guidance and criteria for authorship can be found here:

http://www.biomedcentral.com/submissions/editorial-policies#authorship

Answer: Thank you very much for your comments. We have represented authors' names using their full initials, and also listed all authors' contributions. (Authors' contributions section, line25-27, page 13, line 1-3, page 14).
2. Funding: In the Funding section, please also describe the role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comments. We have described the role of the funding body in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript. (Funding section, line 18-21, page 13).

3. Consent for publication

-- Consent for publication refers to consent for the publication of identifying images or other personal or clinical details of participants that compromise anonymity. Seeing as this is not applicable to your manuscript please state “Not Applicable” in this section.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comments. We have made corrections to this part of the statement. (Consent for publication section, line 9, page 14).

4. Clean manuscript

-- At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files. Please ensure that all figures, tables and additional.supplementary files are cited within the text.

Answer: Thank you very much for your comments. We have modified this manuscript in accordance with the above requirements.